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Chapter 221 

Looking at Qiaoxin and that little white face, Yun Muxin feels in a good mood. 

"Xia yueqian, you can let me go." Yun Muxin struggled, and soon struggled to open. 

Suddenly an empty arms, Xia yueqian also feel empty heart. He looked at cloud Mu Xin, who was several 

steps away from him, and frowned. What does she mean? As if they are some kind of beast, as for this? 

Yun Muxin tidied up his clothes. "Thank you today. I have to go first." 

"Yun Mu Xin, are you afraid of me?" 

Yun Muxin was poked at the center of the matter, her eyes quickly blinked, "no No 

"No?" Xia yueqian took a step forward, and Yun Mu Xin stepped back, always keeping a distance with 

him. 

Xia yueqian narrowed his eyes, stretched out his long arm and pulled yunmu to his face. "You don't have 

it. I have something to say to you." 

Cloud Mu Xin looks a little flustered, "what?" 

"You have succeeded in attracting my attention." Xia yueqian replied. 

Cloud Mu Xin pushed away Xia yueqian, "I don't want to get involved with you. Every time I meet you, 

it's no good thing! " 

"But every time I meet you, I always help you. This is complementary! " Yuexia said with a smile. 

Yun Muxin doesn't want to go deep into the meaning of Xia yueqian's words, "I'm going home." 

Looking at the runaway cloud Mu Xin, Xia yueqian shows a brilliant smile. 

Yunmu heart on a taxi, she dare to gasp, with her hands on her heart, the heart seems to jump out. That 

Xia yueqian is too aggressive. He really wants to stay away from him. 

Yun Muxin still chooses to return to the Yunjia mansion. Because Qiao Xin said something just now, she 

wants to go back and ask clearly. 

As soon as he entered the door, Yun Muxin felt that the atmosphere was not right. Entering the living 

room, Yun Muxin sees Yun Yiming coming back with Mo Ling. 

Then heard Fu Qing say aloud: "I don't agree with you!" 

Yun Yiming also looked indifferent, "Mom, I respect you as an elder, so I brought back Mo Ling to meet 

you formally today. Whether you agree or not, I will get a license to marry with moling tomorrow 

"Yun Yiming, you don't listen to me now?" Fu Qing asked angrily. 

Yun Yiming looked at Fu Qing and said coldly, "if you hadn't talked with Huo Dongyang last time, I 

wouldn't have been like this with moling." 
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"So you blame me?" Fu Qingzhen felt that his whole life's efforts had been wasted. For such a woman, 

he was against himself. 

Yun Yiming shakes his head. "How dare I? You taught me to do this. I'll make my own decisions in the 

future. " 

Fu Qing looks at Mo Ling. "Are you proud now?" 

"Mom, I just think you should support Yi Ming's decision." Said Mo Ling. "Why do you have to fight 

against it? This will only make everyone unhappy 

Fu Qing glared at Mo Ling. "If the woman who wants to enter the cloud house today is not you, I will not 

object to it!" 

"It seems that mom still has a lot of problems with me." Mo Ling said softly. 

"Yes." 

Moling stood up. "But no matter what my mother said, she couldn't stop me and Yi Ming from getting 

married, because I already have Yiming's baby in my stomach." 

As soon as this word comes out, Yun Yiming and Fu Qing both look at Mo Ling's stomach. She's really 

pregnant?! 

Yun Yiming immediately asked, "is this true?" 

Mo Ling did not answer Yun Yiming, but looked at Fu Qing, "Mom, what do you say? If you still don't 

agree, then I won't force it. I'll take it off 

"Who allowed you to take it off!" Yun Yiming grabs Mo Ling's hand. "I said I would marry you tomorrow, 

that's the promise." 

Mo Ling looks at the joy from Yun Yiming's eyes. Soon, she lowers her head and touches her stomach 

subconsciously. Children are the weakness of every family. 

Fu Qing also no longer make a sound, this woman is pregnant unexpectedly. Do you really want to 

accept her? 

At this time, Yun Muxin stepped forward. "When you say you're pregnant, you're pregnant? How many 

of your words are true? " 

Yun Mu Xin's words also break the silence of the moment, and remind Yun Yiming and Fu Qing. 

Yun Yiming frowns. "Mo Ling, you didn't cheat me this time, did you?" 

Fu Qing also immediately asked: "you this woman's lying ability is so powerful, when you let us believe 

you with a word? I'm afraid that's impossible! " 

Mo Ling opened his mouth and seemed to have been asked. 

Fu Qing revived his morale. "I knew you were cheating again. You can't enter the cloud family door if 

you can 



Facing Fu Qing's aggressiveness, Mo Ling chose silence. 

When Yun Yiming saw such a Mo Ling, the joy in his eyes was instantly replaced by indifference. Sure 

enough, how could he be soft hearted to believe this woman's words. When she threatened to marry 

her with that damned video, didn't she know? She is nothing but to protect herself. She was really 

moved by her words just now.Seeing that Mo Ling did not speak for a long time, Fu Qing was more 

enthusiastic. "Didn't you just say that? How can this be dumb. " 

When Yun Yiming just wants to talk, Mo Ling takes out an inspection report from his bag. "This is the 

examination report I went to the hospital today." 

Yun Yiming immediately took it and saw the inspection results above. He repeatedly read many times to 

confirm that Mo Ling is really pregnant! 

"Why didn't you make a noise just now?" Yun Yiming really felt that he was going to be pissed off by her. 

Mo Ling looks at Yun Yiming lightly. "Have you ever thought of believing me?" 

Fu Qing took the inspection report from Yun Yiming's hand. This woman is really pregnant! This method 

is really high, unmarried pregnancy is really powerful. "I didn't expect that your moves are so high. You 

have such a big move!" 

"Mom, there is my child and your grandson in moling's belly. Please be nice to her in the future. " Yun 

Yiming said excitedly. 

Cloud Mu Xin frowns, she stares at Mo Ling's stomach, is she really so lucky to be pregnant? 

That night, Mo Ling lived in the house of Yun family. 

Taking advantage of everyone's inattention, Yun Muxin took a picture of the inspection report of moling 

with his mobile phone. 

Then sitting in the living room with Fu Qing, Yun Muxin asked, "Mom, did you give Qian Liusu?" 

Fu Qingyun Mu Xin's words, reaction some hesitation. "What do you say?" 

"Do you have a handle on Liusu Yun Muxin then asked: "I saw Qiao Xin today. These are what she told 

me. How much do you give them? " 

Fu Qing became silent. It was all her savings over the years, and she had bought those valuable jewelry 

to shut up Liusu. 

See Fu Qing did not answer, cloud Mu Xin also did not ask. "Take care of yourself, Ma. I went back first. " 

"Mu Xin, come back when you have time." Fu Qing opened his mouth. 

Cloud Mu Xin looked at Fu Qing, "Mom, sometimes it's not hard to put it down. Why guard this already 

fragmented home, is your pay worth it? " 

Finish saying, cloud mu heart does not turn to go out. 

Chapter 222 
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Jiangwan villa. 

Qiao Wei looked at the time has been very late, cloud Mu Xin has not come back, so some worry. 

Huo Dongyang saw Qiao Wei's unsettled appearance, "what's the matter?" 

"Mu Xin has not come back." Replied Jovi. 

Huo Dongyang also looked at the time after hearing, "where is she going?" 

"Fu Qing asked her to go back to dinner." Replied Jovi. 

Huo Dongyang took out his mobile phone to call Yun Muxin, but the girl didn't answer. Qiao Wei looked 

at Huo Dongyang's frown, "did not answer?" 

"Well!" Huo Dongyang should a, immediately let Xiang Qing look for. 

When Xiang Qing was about to drive out, he saw a figure shrinking in the yard. He walked over and 

found Yun Muxin huddled on the grass with several beer cans beside him. 

"Drinking?" The neck is open. 

Cloud mu heart raised his head, saw is the item Qing, and then nodded. "Well! Brother Xiang Qing, are 

you with me 

Xiang Qing sees that Yun Mu Xin has something on his mind. He sits down beside Yun Mu Xin. Then he 

picked up the beer and drank it. 

"Didn't you go out today?" 

Hear the words of Xiang Qing, cloud Mu Xin nods. "Yes, out." 

"So something unpleasant happened?" 

Cloud Mu Xin nodded, "yes. Xiang Qing elder brother, one person seems to have confessed to me today, 

but I don't want to have anything to do with him. " 

Hearing Yun Mu Xin's words, Xiang Qing inevitably ignited a heart of gossip. "Is it? Who is that man? " 

"It's impossible to be with me anyway." Yun Muxin replied, and then she raised her head and drank the 

beer in the jar. 

Xiang Qing did not answer, but quietly accompanied Yun Muxin. 

After a while, cloud Mu Xin began to ask: "Xiang Qing elder brother, do you like people?" 

Looking down at the side has some unconscious cloud Mu Xin, Xiang Qing smile. "No 

Cloud Mu Xin suddenly turned to look at him, "Xiang Qing elder brother, that I chase you!" 

Hearing the bold words of cloud Mu Xin, Xiang Qing's calmness also instantly disappeared. "What!" 

Cloud Mu Xin smiles. "Isn't that good? You see, you have such good Kung Fu that you can protect me. 

And after we get married, it's just a family 



Xiang Qing instant brain make up a big drama, if he and cloud Muxin marry, is not to call the eldest 

brother uncle? Think of here, Xiang Qing beat a shiver! No, this relationship, he really does not want to 

climb. "Miss Mu Xin, don't make fun of me. If the boss knew that, he would take me off. " 

Cloud Mu Xin smiles. "Brother Xiang Qing, do you dislike me? That's why I don't want me to pursue you? 

" 

"Let go." Xiang Qing said. If this matter is known to all, there must be no good fruit to eat. 

Cloud Mu Xin simply put his head on the shoulder of the neck, looking for the warmth of his brother. 

"Brother Xiang Qing, are two people who don't love each other really happy when they get married?" 

"The boss and his wife did the same at first." Xiang Qing answered the conversation naturally. "So this 

hypothesis is tenable." 

"But they are in love. In fact, I think my uncle should fall in love with my aunt at first sight. Otherwise, he 

would not have offered to marry his aunt at that time Yun Muxin expresses his own opinion. 

Chatting and chatting, Yun Muxin also said all the things he saw in the cloud family today. Xiang Qing is 

surprised to hear that yunyiming and moling are going to get married, but moling is also pregnant? 

Recently, he asked people to follow Mo Ling, but he didn't hear about it. She had been to the hospital 

with a fever last time, and was at home almost all the time. There seems to be something wrong with 

that inspection report. 

Cloud Mu Xin unconsciously fell asleep on the shoulder of the neck Qing. Finally, Xiang Qing can only 

hold cloud Mu Xin back to the villa next door Huo Dongyang. This girl is also learning smart, know that it 

is safe to drink here. If it's outside, it's estimated that a group of people have come forward to chat up. 

Looking at Xiang Qing holding cloud Mu Xin to enter the door, Huo Dongyang has been staring, seems to 

be full of interrogation to Xiang Qing. He asked Xiang Qing to find someone, but he actually came in with 

him. 

Xiang Qing hugs Yun Mu Xin to the room and settles down before leaving. As soon as he came out, he 

was blocked by Huo Dongyang in the living room. 

"What's the situation?" 

Xiang Qing told Huo Dongyang all the things yunmuxin told him. Finally, I have to add one sentence. 

"Fortunately, she's smart now and won't go out to get drunk. It's already good. " 

Huo Dongyang felt his chin and thought for a while, as if he was also guessing who was the man who 

confessed with Yun Mu Xin? 

Xiang Qing thinks Huo Dongyang is thinking about yunyiming's marriage with moling tomorrow. "Boss, 

do you want to stop them? This moling has ignored us several times. I think that the last video from the 

hospital was enough for him. " 

Xiang Qing also doesn't understand why Huo Dongyang hasn't pulled out the nail of moling. After all, she 

knows too much now. 



Huo Dongyang understood the meaning of Xiang Qing, "now it's not time to really take up the line, let 

the fish continue to swim for a while."Xiang Qing doesn't want to guess Huo Dongyang's mind. “OK! My 

task is finished. Can I go back? " 

Huo Dongyang nods. "Go 

The next morning. 

All the people got up, but Yun Mu Xin didn't get up. 

Qiao Wei stretched out his hand to pull Huo Dongyang's clothes. "You want to call Mu Xin?" 

"Let her sleep more." Huo Dongyang replied. "It was carried back by Xiang Qing last night." 

After listening, Qiao Wei felt that something was wrong. Why did Yun Muxin run to drink again? 

Something must have happened. 

"Why did Mu Xin drink? Didn't you tell her not to drink last time 

"This time, she is drinking on the grass in the yard next door. It is worthy of our praise that she will drink 

again when she comes back." 

Rarely heard Huo Dongyang so boastful, Qiao Wei looked at Huo Dongyang suspiciously. "Mu Xin, can't 

you never come back?" 

"Back, in the room." 

For peace of mind, Qiao Wei or ran to Yun Muxin's room to check. As expected, as Huo Dongyang said, 

yunmuxin is still sleeping. 

Qiao Wei carefully helped Yun Muxin cover the quilt, and then went back to the dining room. 

"Mu Xin said that today, Yun Yiming and the Civil Affairs Bureau of the moling Association received the 

certificate." 

Qiao Wei's heart did not fluctuate much, just nodded his head. "I see." 

"I heard that moling was pregnant." Huo Dongyang continued. 

Qiao Wei blinked his eyes, and didn't seem to believe that Mo Ling was pregnant. "Is that true?" 

Huo Dongyang nods. "I hear that's true. I'll wait until my admiration gets up. After all, she's a witness. " 

Qiao micro frowned, "Dongyang, I think these are not appropriate." 

"Why is moling pregnant?" "Is it possible that her pregnancy is a fake?" Jovi said 

Listening to Qiao Wei's analysis, Huo Dongyang also agreed. "Well!" 

An hour later, Huo Dongyang also received the latest inspection report from moling. After watching 

carefully, Huo Dongyang laughed. It was such a thing! 

Chapter 223 

It's more than ten in the morning. 
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Yun Yiming and Mo Ling came out of the Civil Affairs Bureau. With her marriage certificate in her hand, 

Mo Ling looks at the red book in her heart happily. She finally becomes the young grandmother of the 

cloud family. 

Yun Yiming smiles when he sees Mo Ling. "So happy?" 

"Shouldn't marriage be happy?" Mo Ling replied. 

As soon as they left the parking lot, they were surrounded by police. 

"What are you going to do?" he said 

"We have received news that two people are suspected of illegally transferring the property of Mr. Yun. 

Please come with us." Said the policeman. 

Yun Yiming frowns. "I'm the person in charge of Wynn. Why don't I know?" 

"Today is the case reported to the Bureau by the person in charge of the cloud family and the lawyer." 

The policeman replied. 

Yun Yiming sneered, "policeman, that talent is a fake!" 

Mo Ling frowned. What is the situation? Why is it like this every time. How can these people choose a 

day like this? Last time it was a proposal, this time it was a marriage. 

Holding his hand tightly, Mo Ling glared at the policeman. "Please show me the evidence and then talk 

about it." 

"Ladies and gentlemen, please cooperate with us." Said the police. "I don't think you want to have a bad 

time?" 

There are already people around. Yun Yiming takes a look at Mo Ling and seems to have a little sorry. 

Mo Ling can only nod. She really wants to see who is making trouble. 

Yun Yiming helped Mo Ling into the police car. 

The news that Yun Yiming and Mo Ling were taken back to the police station soon reached Fu Qing. She 

is too anxious at home! They say that this Mo Ling is a broom star, but Yun Yiming doesn't believe it! 

How many times has it been! 

Yunzhou looked at Fu Qing who was walking back and forth, and he felt irritable. "Enough! Don't walk 

around! " 

"Don't you worry? It's obvious that someone is trying to make things difficult. " Fu Qing looked at 

Yunzhou and said. "Yunzhou, do something. That's your son!" 

Yunzhou sighed, "I know, you sit down first. I'll find a way. " 

Fu Qing looked at Yunzhou in disbelief and sat down. "Do you really have a way?" 

Yunzhou picked up the mobile phone, "no way to think, this time can only find Xia Mingde." 



Fu Qing's eyes lit up in an instant, right! She actually forgot Xia Mingde. If Xia Mingde comes forward, 

then the problem should not be big. 

Yunzhou made a phone call to Xia Mingde, but this time it was obvious that Xia Mingde had some 

excuses. 

Fu Qing saw Cloud State's expression is not right, Xia Mingde there refused? These people don't look at 

the old man's absence. They are all looking at their faces now. 

"How's it going?" See cloud state put down the mobile phone, Fu Qing quickly asked. 

Yunzhou replied: "Xia Mingde wants to be wise and self-protection, and say some words of evasion." 

"What should I do now?" Fu Qing looked worried. 

"Don't worry! Xia Mingde will not help, his son is still in the cloud family. " Yunzhou is really angry. Over 

the years, he has been at ease and put his son in the cloud family. On such a small matter, he would say 

that his responsibility is not in his charge. That's such a good thing! 

Wynn. 

Huo Dongyang and Yun Yiyan came to the cloud family. 

For Huo Dongyang's arrival, many employees are somewhat surprised. What's the situation? Yun Yiming 

and Mo Ling just went to register for marriage today, and Huo Dongyang came with Yun Yiyan. 

"Inform all senior management and department heads that the meeting will be held in 10 minutes." Yun 

Yiyan opens his mouth. 

Ten minutes later, all the people were gathered in the room. 

Huo Dongyang and Yun Yiyan walk into the office together, and everyone pays attention to them. Yun 

Yiyan went to the previous position of YUNZHUO and sat down. This action also stunned everyone. What 

is the situation? 

Huo Dongyang pulls out the chair beside Yun Yiyan. Instead of sitting at the meeting table, he sits far 

away from the table, which is also a distance from Yun Yiyan. 

In all the whispering, Yun Yiyan stood up. "There are two main issues in today's meeting. First, since 

yesterday, Yunshi has been officially acquired by HD, and the former chairman of Yunshi has transferred 

all shares of Yunshi to HD. So next, there are some differences in the change of personnel between Yun's 

and before. " 

Huo Dongyang took a look at the expression of the people present, and then took a look at Yun Yiyan. 

This big Wynn, it seems, is just a strong outside but a weak one. We can't keep a part of it. 

"Let me ask Mr. Huo to say a few words to you next?" Yun Yiyan opens his mouth. 

Huo Dongyang stood up and went to the side of Yun Yiyan and nodded his head slightly to the people 

present. "Although HD has acquired Wynn, HD will not interfere too much in Wynn's operations. 

However, as Yun Yiyan just said, we will have changes in personnel. " 



"First of all, I would like to announce that Yun Yiyan will directly take over the original position of Mr. 

Yun and become the chairman of new Yunshi. As for president Yun or president Yun, it's just that his 

scope of work will change. Other specific transfers will be announced later on the company's intranet. 

"At this time, received the news in a hurry to open the door of the conference room in Yunzhou. 

He took a look at Huo Dongyang and Yun Yiyan, and then adjusted his breathing rate. "It doesn't seem 

polite for this man to hold a meeting before he arrives?" 

Huo Dongyang looked at the time, "is that right? The time of the meeting has been informed before. 

Those who do not come should not belong to the status of the meeting. All the people present were 

from the top and management of Wynn. And you are... " 

"The executive director of my company." Cloud State angry stare Huo Dongyang said. 

Huo Dongyang raised the corner of his mouth. "I see. Why are you late for the meeting? Or are cloud 

directors not in the company during office hours? " 

"You Yunzhou was speechless. 

Huo Dongyang looked at Yunzhou coldly. "Since I was late and interrupted the meeting. Then say sorry 

and find a seat. If not, say sorry and go out 

Yunzhou bit his teeth and said nothing. He went straight to his original position and sat down. 

Huo Dongyang raised his eyebrows, and at this time he had to put on airs. "Just now, director Yun 

reminded me of one thing. In the future, I will be directly dismissed for similar events like this. A person 

who is not punctual and unruly is not qualified to stay in the company. The company doesn't raise rice 

worms. " 

Yunzhou just wanted to speak, but Huo Dongyang interrupted again. "OK, it seems that directors in 

cloud are getting older for the first time, so I forgive them once. Let's go on with the subject. " 

Yunzhou suddenly can't speak, Huo Dongyang simply said this. A mouthful of resentment is hard to 

relieve. 

"The new Wynn will also make some adjustments on the basis of the original one." Huo Dongyang 

continued. "The chairman of cloud will talk to you personally. Next, new Wynn will be renamed hd-xy, 

and we will develop the tourism market of city a together with ODL, so please work hard at that time. 

HD's reward and punishment system will be announced to you later. " 

Chapter 224 

The meeting was not intended to last long. 

After a brief speech, Huo Dongyang gave the initiative to Yun Yiyan. 

Seeing that Yun Yiyan wants to speak, Yunzhou's depressed mood comes out in an instant. Interrupted 

the meeting again. "Is this chairman's position really so easy to sit on?" 

"What? What's wrong with cloud directors? " Huo Dongyang asked. 
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"Of course. You said that the acquisition of Yunshi how also have to come up with some evidence to 

explain, without proof! Isn't it? " Yunzhou looked at Huo Dongyang and said. 

The old man's will has not yet been made public. They think it is naive to issue a simple announcement 

to purchase the company! The old man's shares are still in custody in the bank. 

Huo Dongyang looked at the calm face of Yunzhou, and then said: "the original cloud directors want 

evidence?" 

Yunyi immediately took out YUNZHUO before leaving Yunshi share transfer certificate. "This is what 

grandfather left before. It's all in black and white. " 

Cloud State stupefied, shares really to Huo Dongyang's hands. It seems that the old thing was ready in 

the morning. 

Huo Dongyang looked at Yunzhou. "I got this share through normal channels. If the director of cloud has 

any opinions, he can consult a lawyer. Can we continue now?" 

Yunzhou suddenly had an idea in his mind. The master had only 45% in his hand before, and his and Yun 

Yiming's hands added up to 35%, and 20% were in the hands of other small shareholders. As long as he 

pays for other shares, there is still a chance to kick Huo Dongyang out. 

Yunzhou is calculating in his mind that 10% of the shares have been taken back by YUNZHUO in advance 

and given to yunyiyan. 

Huo Dongyang looked at the cloud state in deep thought and knew what he was thinking. He really 

didn't give up. 

After the meeting, Yun Yiyan takes Huo Dongyang to YUNZHUO's original office. "This is my 

grandfather's former office." 

"Not bad." Huo Dongyang replied simply. 

Yun Yiyan said with a smile, "this room is for you?" 

Huo Dongyang shakes his head. "No. I don't like to use what others have used. You can keep it for 

yourself. Now that the meeting is over, I'll go back first. " 

"Come and go in such a hurry every time." Yun Yiyan is finally feeling Huo Dongyang some routines. 

Huo Dongyang looked at Yun Yiyan and said, "it's good to get used to it?" 

"By the way, you should pay more attention to yourself next." Huo Dongyang continued to explain 

before he left. 

"Well, I know." 

Huo Dongyang just walked to the door, he was blocked by Yun Yiming. It's really efficient to get out of 

the police station so soon! 

"Huo Dongyang, you really dare to come!" 



Huo Dongyang can see that Yun Yiming must have come in a hurry after receiving the news. The whole 

person is a little messy. His shirt is wrinkled, his tie is crooked, and his hair is blown a little strange. 

"Mr. Yun, today is your wedding day. I almost forgot to congratulate you." Huo Dongyang said with a 

smile. "But you don't look like you're going to get married, but you're like coming back from 

somewhere." 

Yun Yiming angrily wants to grab Huo Dongyang, but he holds him back. "Mr. Yun, don't move your 

hands and feet when you speak." 

Huo Dongyang then pushed Yun Yiming away. "This is the company. Please pay attention to the image." 

Yun Yiming stepped back a few steps. With his brute force, he couldn't hurt himself at all. 

"Huo Dongyang, what are you dragging! It's not your turn to speak. " Yun Yiming is cruel. 

Huo Dongyang nodded to show that he knew. "Mr. Yun, you are absent from today's meeting. The 

specific meeting minutes have been published on the intranet. Find a time to have a look. I have 

something else to go 

Yun Yiyan came over and said, "do you need to go downstairs?" 

"The chairman of cloud will wait. I think cloud should have something to tell you." With that, Huo 

Dongyang patted him on the shoulder. 

"Mr. Huo, walk slowly." 

Huo Dongyang nods to Yun Yiming and leaves the chairman's office. 

After digesting what Huo Dongyang said just now, Yun Yiming looks at Yun Yiyan. "Chairman?" 

"Brother, your position has not changed. But the scope of responsibility has been adjusted, and I think 

someone should put the specific content on your desk Yun Yiyan said with a smile. 

Yun Yiming said coldly, "Yun Yiyan, you are now the running dog of Huo Dongyang. You really learn the 

way and attitude of speaking. Your position as chairman of the board is also given to you by him. " 

Yun Yiyan's face doesn't matter. After seeing so many things clearly, he also learns to hide. "These are 

not big brother you should be in charge of, and in the future in the company please call me chairman of 

the board!" 

After hearing Yun Yiyan's words, Yun Yiming sneers a few times. "Now you are using chicken feather as 

an arrow. How much good will Huo Dongyang give you?" 

"I did it for my grandfather! You know what big brother and dad have done This sentence Yun Yiyan 

lowered his voice and said. 

Yun Yiming's face changed. The scenes in the hospital that day were replayed in his mind again. Yun 

Yiming shakes his hand and goes back to his office. Sure enough, he sees information on the desk.After 

reading it, he was furious and tore up all the information. He didn't expect that one day, he would also 

be elevated. Think of the things he did to Qiao Qingdong before, now the retribution in his own body, 

this feeling is really oppressive! 



"Huo Dongyang, you are too much!" Said Yun Yiming aloud. 

After hearing Yun Yiming's words, Yunzhou reaches out and knocks on the door. "Angry what!" 

"Dad Yun Yiming looks up and sees Yunzhou standing at the door. 

Yunzhou enters Yun Yiming's office and closes the door. "Take a look at the information posted on the 

intranet." 

Yun Yiming is no longer in the mood to see it. Anyway, it's not good for him. "Dad, what can you do?" 

"Buy all the rest of the shares in Yunshi, so that we can drive Huo Dongyang away. He now has 45% of 

the shares." 

Yun Yiming snorted, "my grandfather is still eccentric after all, and he gives the cloud family to Huo 

Dongyang as he wishes." 

After calming down for a while, Yun Yiming comes up with a question. "Dad, we don't have any extra 

money to buy shares now." 

Yunzhou frowned and thought for a while before he opened his mouth and said, "take the cloud house 

as a mortgage. Now everything in the cloud family has not really come to Huo Dongyang's hands, we still 

have a chance. " 

Yun Yiming thinks about it for a while and thinks it makes sense. All this will be implemented only after 

the will is made public a year later. Now Huo Dongyang can't tell what's going on in the cloud family. 

However, when Yunzhou went to the bank to mortgage the property certificate and information of the 

Yunjia mansion, it was told that it had no right to deal with it, because the house had been transferred 

to Huo Dongyang's name three months ago. 

Chapter 225 

Hearing this news, the whole people in Yunzhou were stunned. 

"What do you say?" Yunzhou still can't believe it. YUNZHUO gave the transfer to Huo Dongyang. 

"Mr. Yun has made relevant records in major banks before. If we really take the cloud family mansion to 

the bank for mortgage, we need Mr. Huo Dongyang to be present in person. " 

Hearing this, Yunzhou left the bank angrily with the property certificate and information. 

Back at the big house of the cloud family, Yunzhou threw things away and sat down angrily. 

Mo Ling looked at the cloud state to come back, it seems that it must have run into a wall. "Dad, what's 

the matter with you?" 

Yunzhou looked at Mo Ling and said, "it's OK!" 

"That's something." Mo Ling replied. Looking at the property certificate on the desk, "is there a problem 

with the house?" 

Yunzhou nodded, "Well! Maybe we'll get out of the house soon. " 
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Listening to this, Mo Ling was wondering if there was anything wrong with the cloud family mansion. 

"Dad, is this house..." 

"I didn't think the old man was so heartless that he secretly transferred the house to Huo Dongyang." 

Yunzhou then told moling what happened before. 

After hearing this, Mo Ling frowned. If the situation is as Yunzhou said, then Huo Dongyang should not 

sit idly by. 

As soon as the words came to the ground, someone came in and said, "master, there are some 

policemen outside who say they want to look for the little grandma!" 

When Mo Ling heard this, he became nervous, "looking for me?" What happened yesterday has been 

solved? 

Yunzhou also felt strange after hearing this. Didn't Xia Mingde completely solve the problem of 

yesterday? But it shouldn't be! 

"What are they going to do?" Yunzhou opens the door. 

"OK." 

Mo Ling's face was also a little pale, and her eyes were constantly flashing. She also felt that it would not 

be yesterday's event. 

After a while, the servant came in with the police. 

Yunzhou immediately stood up, "you are trespassing, I can sue you!" 

"Mr. Yun, we came in with the consent of the owner of the house." One of the police said. "And Mr. Huo 

is on his way here." 

Yunzhou heard these, the heart really pressure a mouthful of evil gas can not vent. "You can't break into 

the big house of the cloud family here!" 

Ignoring Yunzhou's words, the police went directly to moling. "Miss Mo, please cooperate with our work 

and follow us!" 

"What did I do wrong?" Asked Mo Ling. 

"We received an anonymous video today, and we suspect that you are trying to kill someone. Please 

come with us to the Bureau. " The policeman replied. 

Hearing this, Mo Ling's heart was suddenly cold. But she tried to keep herself calm. "What do you 

mean?" 

"According to the video we received, Ms. Mo pushed an old man and a wife down the stairs in a hospital 

and fled the scene immediately after the crime. We can see from the video that Miss Mo's intention is 

very obvious. " 

Mo Ling's face turned white, and it was Huo Dongyang who started to act. His hands and feet trembled 

slightly, thinking that it was going to be over. Huo Dongyang really left such a hand for himself. 



"Miss Mo, please follow us back for investigation." 

"I will not go with you..." Before Mo Ling finished, the handcuffs were already handcuffed and a chill 

came from his wrist. Moling looked down at the glittering silver handcuffs, as if to see their own end. 

Yunzhou also did not respond, saw that moling was pulled to the door by them. "You..." 

After hearing the sound, Fu Qing also came out of the room and looked at everything in front of her. She 

exclaimed. "What happened? Where are you taking people? " 

I'm wrong. You must tell Yi Ming to help me. " Mo Ling cried out the injustice. 

Fu Qing took the policeman's hand, "where are you going to take people? She's pregnant. You're 

abusing pregnant women by doing this 

"Let go. If we don't let go, we'll take you away by interfering with business." Said the policeman, staring 

at Fu Qing. 

Fu Qing released her hand for a moment. She stood there and watched Mo Ling taken away. Her heart is 

extremely contradictory. First, she hopes that this woman, Mo Ling, will be taken away. However, what 

she has in her stomach is the bones and flesh of the Yun family, so she has to save her. 

Fu Qing hesitated for a moment, but also followed out, how to stop this happening. 

Just when moling was about to be pulled into the police car, a white brand-name car drove into the 

Yunjia mansion. The car soon stopped next to the police car, and Huo Dongyang got out of the car. 

He glanced faintly. The time was just right. 

Mo Ling saw Huo Dongyang coming, and her eyes were red at him. "Why do you do that?" 

Huo Dongyang heard Mo Ling's voice and looked at her carefully. "Moling, this is just the beginning. The 

good plays will be staged one after another." 

The police didn't wait for moling to speak, so they took him to the police car."Mr. Huo, we're going back 

first." 

"All right, hard work." Huo Dongyang nods. 

The police car soon left, and the siren went further and further away. 

Looking at everything in front of him, Fu Qing finally understood. These people are all from Huo 

Dongyang. "Huo Dongyang, you are really cruel!" 

Huo Dongyang didn't mind at all, then said, "Madam Yun, aren't you very disgusted with this moling? 

Why, after becoming a daughter-in-law, feelings have changed? " 

"You Fu Qing clenched his hand. 

Huo Dongyang smiles and looks up at the house in front of him, which is worthy of being the most 

valuable house in a city. Huo Dongyang more or less understands a point, that is why they have been so 

persistent in the property of the cloud family. Who doesn't want such a good house! 



Fu Qing looked at Huo Dongyang and asked, "Why are you here? Don't you despise being here? " 

Huo Dongyang nods. "Yes, I did. But now this is my house. Of course, my master will come to see it. 

Later, there will be designers to see how to decorate it 

Huo Dongyang's words completely stunned Fu Qing. "What do you mean by that?" 

"Oh? Mrs. Yun doesn't know this is my house yet? " Huo Dongyang is proud. 

Seeing Huo Dongyang enter the room, Fu Qing walks in with his back. 

Hearing the sound of footsteps, Yunzhou immediately raised his head. 

Seeing that the man who came in was Huo Dongyang, he immediately stood up. "Why did you come?" 

Huo Dongyang did not answer Yunzhou's words in a hurry, but looked around the whole hall for a week, 

"it's really a good house. It's no wonder that you're so nostalgic. " 

Yunzhou heard these words, the heart immediately also angry. "Huo Dongyang, what do you want?" 

Huo Dongyang sat down on the opposite side of Yunzhou and drew up the corners of his mouth. "It's 

said that you want to go to the bank for mortgage with your house property certificate this morning? 

But this house property certificate is no longer useful, so don't do any useless work! " 

Chapter 226 

Hearing these words, Yunzhou felt that it was a great shame. 

"Huo Dongyang, don't bully people too much!" 

Huo Dongyang nodded, "in fact, I want to bully you!" 

Yunzhou suddenly no words, did not expect Huo Dongyang admitted so straightforward. 

"When a designer comes back, I want him to redecorate his home, so you can't live here. It's rare for me 

to make such a trip today. It's also an official notice to move out! " 

Fu Qing immediately ran to Huo Dongyang. "You're driving us? For what? The old man also said that 

everything would remain unchanged until the will was announced! Why should you drive us away? " 

"But this house is mine, my territory is my own!" Huo Dongyang said domineering. "The house was 

transferred to my name before YUNZHUO died. Do you think I'm qualified? " 

Yunzhou really feels that everything is off track now, which is not the same as what was said. "Huo 

Dongyang, we will not compromise!" 

Huo Dongyang smiles. "Don't worry, I won't let you move out today. You can still live here until the 

house is officially decorated, but you can hurry to find a house. " 

Ten minutes later, Huo Dongyang said the designer came with his team and quickly started the field 

measurement. Huo Dongyang did not pay attention to it, but quietly sat on the sofa looking at his 

mobile phone. 

And Yunzhou and Fuqing look at what happened in front of them, but they seem powerless. 
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"If you don't think about it quickly, are you really waiting to be driven out of here?" Fu Qing lowered his 

voice and said. 

Yunzhou is also a chip Mo Chou, he looked at sitting on the sofa Huo Dongyang, suddenly felt that now is 

really under the fence. 

Yun Yiming gets the news and goes home. "Huo Dongyang, what are you doing? Why do you have 

moling taken away? " 

Fu Qing comes forward and pulls Yun Yiming. "It's not the time to talk about moling. We're going to be 

kicked out." 

Yun Yiming looks at Yunzhou with a puzzled look. "What do you mean, dad? Didn't you say you took 

your house to the bank as a mortgage today? How did it happen? " 

Huo Dongyang puts down his mobile phone and looks at Yun Yiming. "Mr. Yun, it's still working time. 

How can you come back? Is this leave slip written? " 

"Huo Dongyang, I've always been like this!" Said Yun Yiming aloud. 

"The cloud director told his assistant today that he had something to do today, so he didn't go back to 

the company. Although it did not meet the requirements of the company, it was also explained. But Mr. 

Yun, you should be punished if you leave your duty without permission! " 

The blue veins on the back of Yun Yiming's hand all come out, which shows how hard he has endured. 

"Huo Dongyang, I'm all in the air by you now. What else do you want me to do?" 

"Yunzong or yunzong?" Huo Dongyang said with a smile. "If you're not happy, you can follow the 

company's procedures and submit your resignation." 

Yun Yiming knows that Huo Dongyang wants to force himself away in such a way, but he won't let him 

succeed. 

The designer team also completed the first actual exploration. "Mr. Huo, our work has been completed. 

We will send you the specific data and design renderings in two days." 

“OK，thankyou!” Huo Dongyang nods. 

"Then Mr. Huo, let's go first." With that, the designer left with his team. 

Huo Dongyang looked at the three people standing on the edge. "After I receive the specific effect 

picture, that is, two days later, I will formally inform you when to move out." 

"Huo Dongyang, are you really so wonderful?" Yunzhou asked without hesitation. 

Huo Dongyang said with a smile: "I already feel very tolerant, otherwise I should drive you out today. 

I've done some discretion for the sake of relatives. Of course, you certainly don't want me to do it. " 

Huo Dongyang didn't say anything more to them because there are many things waiting for them to deal 

with. 

Back to Jiangwan villa. 



Huo Dongyang sees Qiao Wei and Yun Muxin in the yard. 

Qiao Wei sits on one side, looking at cloud Mu Xin walking around. And the chair next to Qiao Wei has a 

pile of clothes. 

Huo Dongyang stepped forward. "What is this doing?" 

"Dongyang, you're back." Jovi spoke at once. 

Huo Dongyang nods. "Mu Xin, is this in fashion show?" 

"Almost." Said Joe, smiling. "Mu Xin was selected by the company to participate in this fashion design 

competition to be a model. We are choosing clothes for tomorrow's interview. " 

Yun Muxin also said with some embarrassment: "uncle, you are back. I'll borrow it from my sister-in-law. 

" 

Huo Dongyang also sat down. "Then I'll help you with your reference." 

"Grandma seems more professional." Huo Dongyang then added. 

Qiao Wei reminds Huo Dongyang that her clothes are all chosen by her grandmother, and the effect is 

really good. "But my grandfather and grandmother are going out today, and the world will not come 

back until evening."After hearing this, Yun Muxin immediately went to Huo Dongyang, "uncle, is this 

true?" 

Huo Dongyang nods. "Really, grandma was a fashion designer when she was young." 

Qiao Wei and Yun Mu Xin are the first time to hear Huo Dongyang mention Mary's past. Their eyes are 

shining. Listen to the love story between Mary and Huo Jiang. 

"Grandfather and grandmother are really romantic." Yun Muxin is suddenly envious. 

Huo Dongyang looks at Yun Muxin and remembers what Xiang Qing and himself said that night. "I hear 

you have been confessed?" 

Cloud Mu Xin was stunned. "No! Uncle, who are you listening to 

Qiao Wei also looked at Huo Dongyang. How could she not know about it. "Adoration, is it true?" 

"No! I don't know it myself. " Although cloud Mu Xin denies, but the ruddy face has betrayed her. 

Huo Dongyang did not continue to expose Yun Muxin, "OK, come back and tell us when you really have 

one. Continue now. " 

Yun Muxin let out a sound and went on with what was just now. 

Take advantage of cloud Mu Xin to change clothes, Qiao Wei also can't help but ask Huo Dongyang. 

"What's going on?" 

Huo Dongyang said a few words in Qiao Wei's ear. Qiao Wei looks surprised. "Who are you doubting?" 

"Xia yueqian." 



Qiao Wei really did not think of these, Xia yueqian and Yun Mu Xin? However, it seems that they are 

quite suitable. Or really will be a good fate. 

Later, Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei help Yun Muxin to specify several sets of clothes, waiting for Mary to 

show her when she comes back in the evening. 

In the evening, a black official car stopped at the gate of Jiangwan villa. 

Huo Dongyang and they were preparing to eat when they heard the doorbell ring. 

"I'll open the door." Yun Muxin stood up excitedly, thinking it was Huo Jiang and Mary coming back. 

Qiao Wei looked at her happy back and couldn't help laughing. 

But after a while, Yun Muxin came in. "Auntie, there's a guest coming." 

Chapter 227 

Qiao Wei raised his head and just saw the guests coming in. 

All of a sudden, Qiao Wei is also stunned, did not expect that he will come here in person. 

Cloud Mu Xin looks at Qiao Wei. "Auntie, I'll go upstairs and call my uncle." 

"OK." Joe nodded. 

Qiao Wei goes to Xia Mingde. "Uncle Xia, please have a seat." 

Xia Mingde looks at Qiao Wei carefully, this can see her, still really see her tummy bulge. 

"Weiwei, are you pregnant?" Xia Mingde suddenly uttered a sentence. 

Qiao Wei did not hide, in fact, as long as the people who carefully look at it can see that their own 

stomach has begun to change. "Yes 

"Congratulations!" 

Qiao Wei smiles and says thank you. 

When he thought of Yun Yiyan's marriage with her, he felt that they were not suitable. Because of Xia 

yueqian's relationship, Xia Mingde knew Qiao Wei very early. He was also aware of the child's 

temperament. 

At the beginning, he thought the eldest son liked her, so he didn't stop it too much. Unexpectedly, Qiao 

Wei suddenly married Yun Yi yanxuan. Now, she's been married to someone else. 

Xia Mingde thinks of this also feels funny, Qiao Wei and Xia family and cloud family's relationship is 

really very shallow. Now, although she married Huo Dongyang, Huo Dongyang is still YUNZHUO's son 

after all, she actually entered the door of the cloud family. Fate is really wonderful. 

Qiao Wei felt that Xia Mingde looked at his eyes a little strange. "Uncle Xia, what's the matter with 

you?" 

Xia Mingde shakes his head. "I'm fine." 
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"Sit down, please." Qiao Wei asked Xia Mingde to sit down. 

Just after Xia Mingde sat down, Huo Dongyang came down from upstairs. 

Qiao Wei guessed that Xia Mingde came today to find Huo Dongyang. "You talk first. I'll go upstairs. " 

Huo Dongyang knows that Qiao is considerate and gives up time and space. "Be careful." 

Jovi nodded. "I'll notice." 

Xia Mingde looks at Qiao Wei who goes upstairs slowly and likes her a little bit more. Sure enough, 

women should know how to advance and retreat. 

"Mr. Huo, I've got a good wife." Xia Mingde praised. 

Huo Dongyang said with a smile. "Indeed! Qiao Wei is a good wife, and I cherish it very much. Some 

people can't get it back if they miss it. " 

Hearing Huo Dongyang's words, Xia Mingde felt that there was something in his words. If he didn't 

cherish the road, he would not cherish it. 

Huo Dongyang personally poured a cup of tea for Xia Mingde. "Mayor Xia, please have tea." 

Thank you Xia Mingde takes over the tea made by Huo Dongyang. 

Sipping gently, Xia Mingde nodded. "The tea is really good." 

"Mayor Xia, are you looking for me today?" Huo Dongyang did not approach, and spoke directly. 

Xia Mingde nods. Since Huo Dongyang is so direct, he doesn't beat around the bush. "Yes. I've come to 

see you today 

"Go ahead." 

Xia Mingde in the face of Huo Dongyang's direct also really don't know how to say export, after all, this 

matter is some difficult to speak. 

Huo Dongyang looks at the difficulty of Xia Mingde, "Mayor Xia, but it doesn't matter." 

"Before I came here, the people from the cloud family called me and asked me to find a way to rescue 

moling." Xia Mingde still spoke. "I also went to learn about this. Is that video provided by Mr. Huo?" 

Huo Dongyang droops his eyes, Xia Mingde can't see his eyes at the moment, just waiting for him to talk. 

In the final analysis, this matter is also a grudge between Huo Dongyang and moling, and he is not good 

to intervene. But I just solved the matter of Yun Yiming and moling yesterday. If I deal with the matter of 

moling again today, it's not good for me. Maybe my image that I have maintained for so many years will 

also sweep the floor. 

The living room also became quiet for a moment, and the two people did not make a sound. 

Xia Mingde had to pick up the cup just now and continue to drink tea. He knew that this matter should 

not come to Huo Dongyang, but now he is forced to have no way. On average, the cloud family calls 

itself in five minutes. 



At this time, Huo Dongyang, who was silent for a while, opened his mouth. "Mayor Xia wants me to calm 

down? Don't pursue this matter any more? " 

In fact, Xia Mingde didn't mean that, but he just wanted Huo Dongyang to give a correct attitude. "No! I 

just want to hope that Mr. Huo can give both sides a room for discussion and discussion. This Mo Ling is 

now a young grandmother of the cloud family. If it spreads out, it will have a bad influence on you. " 

Huo Dongyang understood Xia Mingde's meaning, but hoped that he could let Mo Ling go. In this way, 

the people of the cloud family will not harass him, and he will not be threatened. 

"Mayor Xia, there may be no way. If moling does something wrong, it should be punished by law. " 

Xia Mingde took the initiative to speak. "Mr. Huo, is there really no room for discussion?" 

"Yes." Huo Dongyang nodded, "yesterday, the mayor of summer has helped them once. Today, I can't 

promise this time!"Xia Mingde still felt that he did not give up, and then said, "Mr. Huo, there is really no 

room for maneuver?" 

"Well!" Huo Dongyang's attitude is firm. 

Xia Mingde felt that he had been in politics for so many years, and he really saw Huo Dongyang, a hard 

and soft person, for the first time. It's just the kind of person who is the hardest to deal with. 

Huo Dongyang also poured a cup of tea himself. "In fact, Mayor Xia doesn't need to. We'll leave some 

things to the law. " 

Xia Mingde couldn't make a sound, because it would be unpleasant to continue talking. 

Huo Dongyang put down the empty teacup, then looked at Xia Mingde and said, "I think Mayor Xia is 

taking such a big risk to do this, but in fact, he doesn't want to expose Yun Yiyan's identity. You are 

threatened by the cloud family, aren't you? " 

What Huo Dongyang said in his heart, Xia Mingde's heart pounded. He really guessed that. He didn't say 

anything about the identity of Yun Yiyan. From the moment when Yun Yiyan was born, some things have 

been doomed. 

Huo Dongyang can see that Xia Mingde's heart is actually worried about the identity of Yun Yiyan. 

"Mayor Xia, what do you mean by that?" 

"Mr. Huo, I don't want to slap you carelessly. I'm now... " Xia Mingde also carries his own attitude, he 

also has a lot of helpless! 

Huo Dongyang continued. "If Mayor Xia is forced to be publicized everywhere for that secret, then you 

will not be far away from death, and you will fall immediately." 

Huo Dongyang said so, Xia Mingde hit a thrill, as if he really saw the results in the near future. 

"Mayor Xia, you can help them once, but you can't help them all the time." Huo Dongyang said. "Yun 

Yiyan is your son. Is it really so hard to admit this?" 

Xia Mingde early guessed that Huo Dongyang was not easy to deal with, but he was so straightforward. 



"Mr. Huo, what do you mean by that?" 

Huo Dongyang smiles. "I mean to let you take Yun Yiyan back to the Xia family. Now Yunzhou and Fuqing 

must find a way to deal with him. It's not very difficult to take Yun Yiyan back to his ancestors. Why 

should the cloud family hold him back for such a thing? " 

At this time, Xia Mingde understood the meaning of those sentences of Xia yueqian. Huo Dongyang's 

willpower is very good, not all people can have his level! 

Chapter 228 

Huo Dongyang looks at Xia Mingde and waits for his reply. 

At this time, Xia yueqian called Huo Dongyang and asked Xia Mingde whether he had gone home. 

"Yes, here I am." 

"Mr. Huo, I'm sorry! My dad didn't think about it this time. " Xia yueqian apologized on the phone. 

"It's OK. It's understandable." 

"You don't have to worry so much about what to do and what to do." Xia yueqian made it clear. 

Huo Dongyang smiles. "I'll think it over." 

See Huo Dongyang put down the mobile phone, Xia Mingde face also some embarrassment, "the more 

modest phone?" 

Huo Dongyang nodded, "yes. Mayor Xia has a very good son. " 

Xia Mingde laughed helplessly, "two. The other one is now under your care. " 

When Huo Dongyang answers Xia yueqian's phone call, Xia Mingde also wants to understand some 

things. Huo Dongyang's words are not wrong. In fact, it is not difficult to take Yun Yiyan back to the Xia 

family. Now it depends on Yun Yiyan's will. 

Xia Mingde drank another cup of tea, "Mr. Huo, I'm going back first! I really dare to disturb you today 

"No!" Huo Dongyang can understand. Xia Mingde actually wants to give him a face, don't argue with 

moling, but it is against his will, so he won't agree. As for the next step, what Xia Mingde will do is his 

own business. 

After seeing off Xia Mingde, dinner began. 

Qiao Wei occasionally peeps at Huo Dongyang, as if he has not spoken since the beginning of the meal. 

Is it really what Xia Mingde said? 

"What can I ask you?" Huo Dongyang spoke first. 

Qiao Wei or some small entanglement, do not know whether to ask. "What did Uncle Xia say?" 

Huo Dongyang looked at Qiao Wei, "let me give him a face." 
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"Why give him face?" Qiao Wei does not understand to ask, Xia Mingde unexpectedly also has phase to 

ask Huo Dongyang, this should not be ah! 

Huo Dongyang brings vegetables to Qiao. "For the cloud family." 

Hearing the two words of Yun family, Yun Muxin's hand holding chopsticks is also stiff. Sure enough! The 

cloud family and the Xia family really have a secret. 

When Qiao Wei heard this, he understood it. Without YUNZHUO, the cloud family has lost a big 

supporter, so they are now looking for a new supporter. Xia Mingde is undoubtedly the best candidate. 

But when did the cloud family get involved with the Xia family? Jovi didn't understand that. 

Huo Dongyang didn't want Qiao Wei to know too much of the reason, "hurry to eat!" 

Qiao Wei nods, just had a bite of rice to see the opposite cloud Mu Xin also seems to have a heart. Is it 

because of Xia yueqian? What is the situation of these two people. 

Qiao Wei also wanted to make it clear, but in a second thought, it seemed that he should not interfere. 

After dinner, Huo Jiang and Mary came back. Yun Muxin immediately took Mary to help her to check 

which dress was good. 

Looking at Yun Muxin, who is full of vitality, Qiao Wei feels that his worries are superfluous. Yun Muxin's 

worries come and go quickly. There must be no big problem. 

The next day. 

Cloud home is still shrouded in a layer of haze. Xia Mingde also brought news that the matter of moling 

is not easy to solve. Because the evidence is clear, it's not easy to deny the past. 

Hearing such news, Yun Yiming has a calm face. Xia Mingde obviously wants to protect himself and 

doesn't want to talk about muddy water. It's not so easy. Since he has stepped in, he can't help but quit. 

Yun Yiming clenched his hand and walked back and forth in the room. Think of a way to save moling. 

What kind of video is it? The evidence is obvious? Can't Huo Dongyang find someone to make one? 

Now, it's all very technical. So it's easy to get a charge. 

By the way! How could he forget one thing! Isn't there Yun Yiyan? He is Xia Mingde's son. How can he 

not make use of such good resources around him? 

He didn't believe that Xia Mingde was so heartless that he would not help! Can't let your son die? 

Today also happens to be the day of the official listing of new Yunshi. The chairman of the board, Yun 

Yiyan, will certainly attend. Standing at the door of the company, watching the staff take down the 

name of Yun, Yun Yiyan has an indescribable feeling in his heart. 

Looking at the new name hanging up, Yun Yiyan looked at those simple letters hd-xy. This is a new 

beginning! He's going to work hard for hd-xy. "Grandfather, I will not fail to live up to your expectations, 

and I will do a good job in the management of new Yunshi. You look at me from above 

"Chairman, everything is done." 



Yun Yiyan nods. "Hard work, everyone." 

At this time, Xiang Qing also brought Huo Dongyang's congratulations. 

"Mr. Huo, why didn't you come?" Yun Yiyan said with a smile. 

"The boss took his wife to the hospital for examination." Xiang Qing said with a smile. He also gave Yun 

Yiyan a look you know.When Yun Yiyan heard this sentence, he was still a little bitter, but he was more 

relieved than before, "it's really the first wife." 

Xiang Qing also saw that Yun Yiyan had just covered up his past emotions. "Of course, the boss is like 

that!" 

Xiang Qing took a look at the scene, there are really many companies to send congratulatory flower 

baskets. It's going to be a good start and I hope everything goes well. 

"Xiang Qing, if you're OK later, go to dinner together?" Yun Yiyan invited. 

Xiang Qing looked at the time, "no, I have to pick up the boss and wife later. The boss asked me to come 

over and have a look. He didn't say that he asked me to stay for dinner 

Yun Yiyan smiles. "How old are you now? It seems that general manager Huo is also strict with you. " 

Xiang Qing smiles but doesn't speak. He doesn't answer Yun Yiyan's words. Because it's not hard to 

describe in two words. 

At this time, a man in black was hidden in the crowd, and he had a weapon in his hand. He moves with 

the crowd, but his target is to stand not far away and Xiang Qing chat with Yun Yiyan. 

The man in black looks at Yun Yiyan, who is going to cut the ribbon. He squints his eyes and is ready to 

start. He is waiting for the opportunity to start. 

Yun Yiyan didn't realize that he was in danger. After cutting the ribbon, as the staff went to collect 

things, a black figure quickly rushed up to him. He showed the guy with a sharp knife that could flexibly 

shrink. 

The man moved quickly, and within seconds appeared in front of Yun Yiyan and raised his knife in his 

hand. 

When Yun Yiyan realized it, he saw that he took a knife and wanted to insert it into his heart. Yun Yiyan's 

pupils dilate in an instant and forget the reaction. 

"Yun Yiyan, you die!" The man in black yelled. 

Chapter 229 

This makes the scene of ribbon cutting a mess. 

Suddenly, screams filled the whole scene, onlookers also ran around, the scene became a mess. Security 

personnel couldn't come forward at all, and there were also emotional people running around in the 

crowd. 
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Xiang Qing quickly dodged the crowd and immediately moved to Yun Yiyan's side. When he saw that 

knife was inserted, Xiang Qing took out several coins and ejected them. Several coins hit the man in 

black on his arm and wrist. 

When the man in black felt pain, the knife fell to the ground. Xiang Qing kicked a foot in the chest of the 

man in black. With such a flying leg, the man in black flew out a few steps away. 

Xiang Qing immediately stepped forward and stepped on the heart of the man in black. "Who gives you 

the courage to make trouble here?" 

The man in black did not make a sound and turned his head to one side. 

"Hum, have character!" Xiang Qing picked up the man in black. "I'm not! I'll see if you can do it later! " 

It was a hook, and it hit the man in black on the stomach. Xiang Qing is Mao foot strength. It is estimated 

that the heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney will be damaged in different degrees. 

Xiang Qing picked up the corner of his mouth and let go of the man in black. He was curled up and 

rolling on the ground. "If you dare to do it, you should dare to do it. I didn't expect such a result? " 

At this time, the security people come forward. Xiang Qing clapped his hand. "Give him to the police!" 

Watching several people come forward to press the man in black, and then control him, waiting for the 

police to deal with it. 

Xiang Qing turns around and walks back to Yun Yi Yan's side. He still looks pale. "Are you all right?" 

At this time, Yun Yiyan regained his mind. Just now, if Xiang Qing didn't make a move, he would have 

gone to see the king of hell. It's a sharp knife, but it can go straight through the heart and even the body. 

Thinking of such a result, Yun Yiyan couldn't help shaking. Even at that meeting, he felt that his hair was 

standing up and his back was inexplicably cold. 

Xiang Qing reached out and patted Yun Yiyan on the shoulder. "It's OK. There's no danger." 

"Thank you! If it weren't for you today, I might have been gone. " Yun Yiyan sincerely thanks Xiang Qing. 

Xiang Qing shook his head. "Thank you! It was he who asked me to come here today. I think he should 

do this for more security. I didn't expect that there would be an accident. " 

At this time, Yun Yiyan realized that the real purpose of Huo Dongyang to let Xiang Qing come over was 

to protect himself. This time I really want to thank Huo Dongyang. Without him, I would have died. 

"Xiang Qing, your Kung Fu is very good." Yun Yiyan found a topic. 

Xiang Qing shook his head. "No, it's not very good. The boss's Kung Fu is good. I'm a foil at best. " 

"You are welcome." Yun Yiyan replied. Xiang Qing's skill just now is really fast, so fast that people can't 

see clearly. If he said so, how powerful should Huo Dongyang be. 

Soon the police came and took the man in black back to investigate. 



Xiang Qing also reported the scene to Huo Dongyang, who also gave instructions to Xiang Qing to 

arrange several people to secretly protect Yun Yiyan. 

A good ribbon cutting ceremony ended in this way, but fortunately there were no casualties. 

Yun Yiyan quickly handled the scene, but the dinner party that night was cancelled. 

The news of Yun Yiyan's assassination was also reported by the media. Seeing the news, Yun Muxin was 

also shocked. She immediately took out her mobile phone to call Yun Yiyan, but she couldn't get 

through. 

Although the news said that Yun Yiyan was ok, Yun Muxin was still worried that he could not really rest 

assured that he did not see the real person. Cloud Mu Xin took the bag to go out, but Huo Jiang stopped. 

"Mu Xin, don't go out." Huo Jiang said. "It's not safe out there. Your uncle just called and told you to stay 

at home 

"Grandfather, but I want to see my second brother." 

"Your second brother is OK. He's got a neck next to him 

Mary stretched out her hand and sat down with Yun Mu Xin. "Be obedient. We're not going out. " 

Yun Muxin frowned. She thought these things were too terrible. What do those people want to do! 

Half an hour later, Huo Dongyang came back with Qiao Wei. 

"Are you all right?" Mary looked at Jovi nervously. 

Joe gave a slight smile. "It's OK, grandma. Don't worry." 

Huo Dongyang said to Mary, "grandma, take Qiao Wei to rest." 

"OK." Mary helped Joe up the stairs. 

See Huo Dongyang to the living room, cloud Mu Xin immediately stood up. "Uncle, how's my brother?" 

"It's nothing. It's just some fright." 

Hearing Huo Dongyang's words, Yun Muxin is also a little relieved, she slowly sat down. Keep repeating 

in my heart that it's OK. 

Huo Jiang looked at Huo Dongyang, "it's right for you to let Xiang Qing pass today." 

"I didn't think of it. Originally, let Xiang Qing go and have a look. I didn't expect that would happen. " 

Huo Dongyang frowned.Yun Mu Xin bit his lips, "uncle, who did this?" 

"A man of heart." Huo Dongyang didn't say clearly that he didn't want yunmu to think too much. 

Although the man in black has nothing to do now, it is possible to guess who is behind him. 

Thinking of this, Huo Dongyang's eyes fell on Yun Muxin's body, but soon he dismissed this idea, that 

person should not do so. 

"Mu Xin, in recent days, I've asked Xiang Qing to pick me up from work." Huo Dongyang confessed. 



Hear Huo Dongyang's words, cloud Mu Xin blinks. Is uncle worried about himself next? 

"Don't think about it. Just to make you feel better. " Huo Dongyang replied. 

Cloud Mu Xin's heart also felt uneasy, but she still nodded. I'm timid. It's good to have someone 

together. 

On the other side. 

Xia Mingde is also fidgety when he sees the news. He doesn't dare to inquire about Yun Yiyan's 

situation. He is worried that those people will know about it. Over the years, he has endured, this time 

he will. 

At this time, Xia Mingde's mobile phone rings. 

Seeing the caller ID, Xia Mingde's hand is also shaking. They dare to call themselves at this time. It's 

shameless. 

For the first time, Xia Mingde didn't answer. He sat in his chair and watched the cell phone vibrate. 

The door of the room was knocked, and Xia yueqian came in with the medicine. 

"Dad, take the medicine." Xia yueqian said. Xia Mingde's health is not very good in recent years, all rely 

on drugs to maintain. 

Yueqian seems to know what he is on the table. "I went to see Yun Yiyan. He's OK. This time, I really 

want to thank Huo Dongyang's people for protecting him. " 

"It's OK." Xia Mingde also breathed a sigh of relief. 

At this time, Xia Mingde's mobile phone vibrated again. 

Chapter 230 

Looking at the same number, Xia Mingde frowned again. 

Xia yueqian picked up the mobile phone, "are they finished?" 

"Karma." Replied Xia Mingde. If he had not been so careful and sent his son to the cloud family, 

everything would have been different today. 

Xia yueqian saw that his father seemed to be much older in an instant, and he felt that he should share 

some for the family. He picked up the phone, and soon Yun Yiming's voice came from the other end of 

the phone. 

"Mayor Xia, I thought you didn't dare to answer the phone?" 

"I'm Xia yueqian. My father is sick and has gone to bed." Xia yueqian replied. 

After a little pause, Yun Yiming continued to say, "it's the old master Xia. Hello!" 

Xia yueqian feels disgusted when he hears Yun Yiming's voice. When he thinks of the words he said to 

Yun Zhuo in the ward that day, it really can't be forgiven. But for such a person, he has no direct 

evidence to prove that he killed. 
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"What can I do for you, master Yun?" 

"Mayor Xia promised to do me a favor, but there was no news. So I called to ask. " Obviously, Yun Yiming 

doesn't want to continue this topic with Xia yueqian. 

Xia yueqian also knows that Yun Yiming's call is for his wife, Mo Ling. That Mo Ling is also a disgusting 

person. At the beginning, it was not too much to treat Qiao Wei and her grandmother even if they were 

in prison. Her heart was too black. 

Huo Dongyang had given her a chance before, but she got worse. Xia yueqian felt that Huo Dongyang 

did not do wrong this time, and he did it well! A cruel woman like Mo Ling should be punished by law. 

Now that I think about it, Yun Yiming and Mo Ling are a perfect couple. Now it's not that they don't 

report, but that the time has not come. 

Xia yueqian continued. "Master Yun, if there's nothing wrong, I'll do it first." 

"I would like to ask the eldest son to transfer a message to the mayor, saying that I am waiting for his 

news." What Yun Yiming said is so natural. 

Xia yueqian said coldly. "Master Yun is really simple. This moling committed a felony. It's not easy to 

come out. You got a fluke yesterday 

"Xia yueqian, don't toast, do not eat or eat penalty wine." Yun Yiming is angry. "Don't forget I have a 

yellow card in my hand. I think you saw the news today, too? It's his good luck this time, but not so next 

time. " 

Xia yueqian is completely angry. What happened to Yun Yiyan was arranged by Yun Yiming! This man is 

really inhuman. It's so easy to talk about killing people. Isn't he worried that he will fail one day? 

"Yun Yiming, you should have heard a saying that if you are unjust, you will die!" Xia yueqian replied. 

"You just wait." 

"Hahaha, who is waiting for whom now? Let's wait and see. " 

Xia yueqian looks at the phone that has been hung up. This Yun Yiming is very ill. This man is no longer 

saved. 

Xia Mingde looked at Xia yueqian and said, "the more humble, why do you annoy him! The rest of the 

cloud family is unreasonable. It's no use arguing with them. " 

At this time, Xia yueqian finally understood why YUNZHUO wanted Huo Dongyang to inherit the cloud 

family. It seems that he was also completely disappointed with these people. Xia yueqian thinks that he 

should go and talk to Huo Dongyang, otherwise their Xia family will always be in a passive position. 

Xia Mingde sighed. It seems that things will only get bigger and bigger, and more and more people will 

be involved. 

What Xia Mingde worried about happened the next day. 



Xia Mingde was accused of corruption and bribery during his performance of duty and was taken away 

for investigation. As soon as the news came out, Xia Mingde was scolded bitterly, almost even the 

eighteen generations of his ancestors were scolded. 

Xia yueqian went to find Huo Dongyang in no way. 

Qiao Wei poured a cup of tea to Xia yueqian, "schoolmaster, you should sit down first. Dongyang is out 

and should be back soon. " 

Thank you 

Qiao Wei also sat down on one side. She was scared when she saw the news in the morning. This is too 

sudden! 

"How is uncle Xia?" 

Xia yueqian shakes his head. "I don't know. He was taken away early this morning to investigate. " 

"Don't worry, schoolmaster. I think uncle Xia will be OK. " Said Jovi comfortingly. 

Xia yueqian is not optimistic. Someone must have deliberately framed this matter. Otherwise, how can 

those people know so clearly? It is possible that he was betrayed by the people around him. 

Huo Dongyang came back an hour later. 

"Long time to wait?" Huo Dongyang asked as soon as he saw Xia yueqian. 

Xia yueqian reluctantly pulled out a little smile. "Not bad." 

"I asked about your father just now through acquaintances. Do you know Gao hao? " Huo Dongyang 

knew that Xia yueqian had to wait in a hurry and cut into the topic directly. 

Xia yueqian thought about it. Gao Hao seemed to be the next candidate for mayor. He had worked with 

his father before. He seems to be honest, and he shouldn't do anything."What's wrong with this man?" 

Huo Dongyang directly replied: "I heard that he reported the mayor of Xia." 

Hearing what Huo Dongyang said, Xia yueqian didn't believe it. "Is it really him?" 

"Well! He provides concrete evidence, so it is hard for the mayor of the summer to get out of the way. " 

Huo Dongyang also said the worst plan. 

Xia yueqian frowned, these people are simply too brazen. Do such dirty things! 

Huo Dongyang feels that this matter is not as simple as it seems, as if there are some places they ignore. 

"Huo Dongyang, what's the worst plan?" 

"In prison." Huo Dongyang answered two words. After all, now they have no idea what kind of decisive 

evidence the other party is providing. 

The more he thought about it, the more angry he felt. At this time, he hated himself for being 

powerless. They can't help their relatives, father and brother. 



Qiao Wei sees that Xia yueqian is not reconciled. "Don't worry, schoolmaster. We're trying to figure it 

out. " 

"I really feel useless. It can't help them at all. " 

Qiao Wei quickly shook his head, "how can you say that? You've saved so many people over the years, 

and as a doctor, you've done very well. So I believe uncle Xia will be OK. " 

It happened so suddenly that I didn't have any precautions. It must take some time to check now. I hope 

it's all in time. 

Huo Dongyang's mobile phone also happened to think of at this time. “hello!” 

Within a few seconds, Huo Dongyang's face changed. "What do you say?" 

Huo Dongyang frowned and put down the mobile phone. Qiao Wei immediately asked, "Dongyang, 

what happened?" 

"Moling has been released. The reason is that the video is fake and has been manually edited, so the 

evidence is invalid. " Such a farfetched reason, Huo Dongyang really admire them to say it! 

 


